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ABSTRACT 
Ji'nan School of Poetry is a important poetry chool in the Ji'nan in the mid-Ming 
Dynasty. It mainly consists of a group of poets such as Bian gong,Lipanlong and 
Xubangcai ,and shows distinct regional characteristics.It has undergone 100 years of 
time through out Ming Dynasty and the prophase of Qing Dynasty.  
Ji'nan School of Poetry has been researched wholly in this paper, which deals 
with its origin of the name,forming background, members,the style and effect of 
Creation. the thesis includes six parts： 
The introduction mainly describes the current research status about the Ji'nan 
School of poetry and its elites, then defines Ji'nan, finally points out the research 
issues of this thesis. 
In chapter 1, it expounds the origin of the name of Ji'nan School of Poetry,and 
overviews its faction and general style as a literary shool. 
In chapter 2 revealed the formation reasons mainly from these parts such as local 
culture, historical background, the influence of the leaders. The characteristic of the 
genre has been revealed under the influence of multiple factors. 
Chapter 3 lays focuses on two main poets, introducing the works all their lives, 
poetry ideas, the gorgeously elegant poetry style of Biangong and the vigorously 
succinct pattern of Lipanlong. it generally introduces and values the other members, 
and analyzes the commonness and continuity of the school. 
Chapter 4 discusses the influence of Ji'nan school of poetry,mainly with example 
of Wangxiangchun in the late Ming Dynasty and Wangshizhen in the early Qing 
Dynasty. Furthermore, the article also deduces the explicit evolving clue of the poem 
groups from the styles of GuDan of Biangong to sublime grand of Lipanglong to the 
verve theory of Wang shizhen. 
The conclusion analyses the study significance of Ji'nan school of poetry from 
literary school, and summarizes the status of literary history and local characteristics 
of the Ji'nan school of poetry. 
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